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„Earthship“ definition  -  An Earthship is a type of passive solar house 
                                   that is made of both natural and upcycled 
                                   materials such as earth-packed tires, pioneered 
                                   by architect Michael Reynolds.

                                   The term Earthship, is derived from the homes
                                   being in and of the Earth - constructed respon-
                                   sibly out of earthen materials and also refers to                                   sibly out of earthen materials and also refers to
                                   living in a ship, which requires inhabitants to be
                                   autonomous from outside help.

sources: https://www.earthshipglobal.com/projects, https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/earth-talks-earthship/
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Michael Reynolds,

the founder and creator of the Earthship
concept, is an American architect based 
in New Mexico.

He is an advocate of "radically 
sustainable living" and is known to be
critical of the profession of architecture for its adherence to conventional critical of the profession of architecture for its adherence to conventional 
theory and practice. He promotes the reuse of unconventional building 
materials from waste streams, such as automobile tires, and is known 
for designs that test the limits of conventional building codes.

sources: https://alchetron.com/Mike-Reynolds-(architect)
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Michael Reynolds,

Inspired by television news stories about 
the problem of trash and the lack of 
affordable housing his designs constantly
evolved to incorporate thermal mass, 
passive solar and natural ventilation. 

sources: https://www.earthshipglobal.com/projects
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The term Earthship, came to refer to any of the several passive solar 
houses based on the design principles developed by Michael Reynolds 
to promote sustainability. 

Reynolds goal was to create a home that would do three things: 

first, it would utilize sustainable architecture, and material indigenous 
to the local area or recycled materials wherever possible; 
secondsecond, the homes would rely on natural energy sources and be 
independent from the "grid"; 
thirdly, it would be feasible for a person with no specialized 
construction skills to build. 

sources: https://taos.org/places/earthship-biotecture/
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Reynolds’s buildings use wind turbines, solar panels, and biodiesel 
generators to generate energy for heating and cooling. 

Each Earthship features a giant cistern designed to catch rainwater 
from the roof and transfer it to a Water Organization Module (WOM) 
that both purifies drinking water and transports wastewater to living 
plants scattered both inside and outside the building. 

sources: https://www.britannica.com/topic/Earthship
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In order to achieve maximum sustainability, the rear walls of Earthships
are typically covered by dirt or are built directly into hillsides to promote
the generation of passive energy. 

In the Northern Hemisphere, the structures generally face south 
to absorb maximum heat, and the slanted southern walls are usually 
made of glass, a material rarely used elsewhere in the structures.  

sources: https://www.britannica.com/topic/Earthship
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Outside walls are often constructed of two rows of recycled aluminum 
cans separated by insulated air space and then covered with materials 
such as adobe,whereas inside, walls are made of old tires filled with dirt, 
and open spaces are often filled with recycled aluminum cans or bottles. 
The interior walls are covered by adobe, plaster, or stucco.

sources: https://www.britannica.com/topic/Earthship
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Earthships are generally built below the frost line, allowing the 
temperature of the internal mass walls to be naturally maintained at 
around 15.5 degrees Celsius regardless of the weather outside. 

In Reynolds’s home in Taos, New Mexico, where the summer 
temperatures are generally high, the internal temperature of his Earthship
ranges from 18 to 24 degrees Celsius without using outside resources. 
The heat absorbed by the walls during the day is retained for hours after The heat absorbed by the walls during the day is retained for hours after 
the sun sets, and the design of the walls ensures that they slowly release
heat as the internal temperatures drop.

sources: https://www.britannica.com/topic/Earthship
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In the mid-1990s, Reynolds built three Earthships near Taos: Lemuria,
located in the nearby desert.

By the end of the decade, there were around 20 contractors in 
North America building Earthships, and independent home builders 
were able to erect Earthships for less than $100,000 
by studying with Reynolds’s firm, Solar Survival Architecture 
(later Earthship Biotecture).(later Earthship Biotecture).

sources: https://www.britannica.com/topic/Earthship
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Some of the major selling points included the Earthship’s self-sufficiency 
and its low operational costs. 

The project also spread to Canada in the 1990s, 
as environmental activists Pat and Chuck Potter set out to adapt 
Reynolds’s design for the long Canadian winters after studying with him 
in Taos. 

Cold-adapted homes have in turn served as models for Earthships Cold-adapted homes have in turn served as models for Earthships 
in Belgium, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, southern Argentina, 
and other temperate locations.

sources: https://www.britannica.com/topic/Earthship
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sources: https://www.earthshipglobal.com/design-principles
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sources: https://www.earthshipglobal.com/design-principles
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sources: https://www.nbcnews.com/id/wbna21755230
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sources: https://www.nbcnews.com/id/wbna21755230
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sources: https://www.nbcnews.com/id/wbna21755230
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sources: https://www.earthshipglobal.com/academy-sessions
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sources: https://www.earthshipglobal.com/academy-sessions
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sources: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLslKBpzJILeszhgpmnHfNQwoRgAcXYBXr
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Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOUa78kH3k4&t=283s

sources: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOUa78kH3k4&t=283s
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sources: https://earthshipbiotecture.com/three-earthship-questions/
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